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Abstract

Nucleosome is a histone–DNA complex known as the fundamental repeating unit of chromatin. Up to 90% of eukaryotic DNA is wrapped around consecutive octamers made of the core histones H2A, H2B, H3 and H4. Nucleosome positioning affects numerous cellular processes that require robust and timely access to genomic DNA, which is packaged into the tight confines of the cell nucleus. In living cells, nucleosome positions are determined by intrinsic histone–DNA sequence preferences, competition between histones and other DNA-binding proteins for genomic sequence, and ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers. We discuss the major energetic contributions to nucleosome formation and remodeling, focusing especially on partial DNA unwrapping off the histone octamer surface. DNA unwrapping enables efficient access to nucleosome-buried binding sites and mediates rapid nucleosome removal through concerted action of two or more DNA-binding factors. High-resolution, genome-scale maps of distances between neighboring nucleosomes have shown that DNA unwrapping and nucleosome crowding (mutual invasion of nucleosome territories) are much more common than previously thought. Ultimately, constraints imposed by nucleosome energetics on the rates of ATP-dependent and spontaneous chromatin remodeling determine nucleosome occupancy genome-wide, and shape pathways of cellular response to environmental stresses.
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INTRODUCTION

Genetic information encoded in DNA sequence needs to be manipulated efficiently and robustly to execute built-in cellular programs and respond to challenges that a cell faces throughout its life cycle. This requirement, which implies DNA accessibility, is especially stringent in eukaryotes, where all chromosomes have to be packaged inside a cell nucleus. The simplest polymer model of DNA represents each chromosome by a freely jointed chain (Gaussian coil) of stiff links with the Kuhn length \( l \) of 100 nm, or \( \sim 300 \text{bp} \) for DNA at physiological temperatures and salt concentrations [1, 2]. Gaussian coils are compact, with the average radius given by \( \sqrt{Nl} \), where \( N \) is the number of Kuhn segments in the DNA chain. In diploid human cells, there are 23 pairs of chromosomes, ranging in length from 48 to 249 million bp, or 16–85 \( \mu \text{m} \) when fully stretched. Left to itself, the radius of even the smallest chromosome would be around 40 \( \mu \text{m} \) according to the Gaussian coil model, eight times larger than the 5 \( \mu \text{m} \) radius of a cell nucleus in a typical human cell. Furthermore, all 46 chromosomes with the total DNA length of \( \sim 6 \text{ billion bp} (2 \text{ m}) \) need to share the same nuclear volume.

Fortunately, Gaussian coils have rather low densities: a full diploid set of human chromosomes would occupy only \( \sim 25 \mu \text{m}^3 \) in a densely packed state, a fraction of the available volume. Thus it is possible to package all genomic DNA into the nucleus before incurring insurmountable energy costs. To achieve the required levels of compactification,
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cells have developed elaborate mechanisms for controlling DNA accessibility and manipulating DNA packaging. Thus, eukaryotic genomes are found in a condensed chromatin state composed primarily of DNA and histone proteins. Under physiological conditions, histones form an octamer made of two copies of the four core histones: H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 [3]. A 147 bp long DNA segment wraps around each histone octamer in ~1.75 turns of a left-handed superhelix, following a positively charged groove on the histone octamer surface [4]. The resulting histone–DNA complex is called a nucleosome core particle, or simply a nucleosome. Nucleosomes have a 2-fold axis of symmetry, called the dyad axis. The 71 bp DNA centered on the dyad is in contact with the H3-H4 tetramer, while the flanking sequences bend around H2A-H2B dimers on each side [3]. The N-termini of all core histones and the C-terminus of histone H2A are flexible hydrophobic tails, which serve as substrates for numerous posttranslational modifications (methylation, acetylation, phosphorylation and ubiquitination, among others), providing recognition motifs for chromatin-binding proteins [5, 6].

Depending on the organism and cell type, 75–90% of genomic DNA is packaged into nucleosomes—the fundamental units of chromatin [3, 7]. At low ionic strengths, the resulting chromatin fiber is extended and resembles beads on a string, with adjacent nucleosomes separated by relatively short stretches of linker DNA (Figure 1A, left panel; this picture neglects effects of nucleosome crowding discussed in detail below). At physiological salt concentrations, the fiber folds back onto itself, forming higher-order structures [9]. The functional role of these structures, their dynamics and their effect on DNA accessibility remain poorly understood. In contrast, much more is known about the nucleosome core particle. In accordance with earlier predictions [4], nucleosome crystal structures show that the histone octamer forms a molecular spool with ~8.5 nm diameter and 5.5 nm height [10–12]. The 147 bp long DNA wrapped around it (whose length, incidentally, is very close to the DNA persistence length of 150 bp) is severely twisted, bent and sheared compared with B-DNA [10], due to mechanical stresses imposed by favorable interactions between the positively charged histone octamer surface and the negatively charged DNA.

Because a large fraction of genomic DNA is occluded and conformationally distorted due to interactions with histones, nucleosome formation creates a barrier for any function mediated by DNA-binding factors, including gene regulation and transcription. Therefore, nucleosome positioning and dynamics have profound biological consequences. Important aspects of nucleosome dynamics include spontaneous or assisted DNA unwrapping at the ends of the nucleosome core particle, kinetics of histone–DNA association and disassociation (i.e. nucleosome formation and removal) and nucleosome translocation along DNA.

**NUCLEOSOME ENERGETICS**

**Nucleosome formation energy**

Nucleosomal DNA interacts with the histone octamer through 14 distinct contact patches; 12 of these patches are in contact with the inner 121 bp of nucleosomal DNA [9, 13]. At each binding site, histone–DNA contacts occur through favorable electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonds between amino acid side chains and the phosphate backbone of the DNA minor groove. The number of hydrogen bonds and their locations differ from site to site, and the total free energy of binding at each site is unknown. However, a rough estimate based on an assay that measured accessibility of nucleosomal DNA to restriction enzymes yields 1.5–2.0 \( k_B T \) per patch, where \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant and \( T \) is room temperature (\( 1 k_B T = 0.59 \text{ kcal/mol} \)) [14].

This energy is smaller than the free energy gain of forming a single hydrogen bond [15]. However, this is the net balance between the elastic energy cost of bending DNA into the nucleosomal superhelix, loss of DNA conformational entropy and formation of favorable histone–DNA interactions. A rough estimate of DNA elastic energy based on a worm-like chain model of DNA yields ~60 \( k_B T \) to form a nucleosomal superhelix [14]. Together, this estimate and the total free energy of binding inferred from the restriction enzyme assay suggest that each contact patch provides around \( 6 k_B T \) of favorable energy. This calculation neglects effects of DNA sequence: flexible DNA is expected to be easier to bend into the distorted shape found in nucleosomal crystal structures. This effect is counteracted by the concomitant loss of DNA conformational entropy, which is correlated with DNA flexibility [16]. Thus more flexible sequences are easier to bend but at the same time lose more entropy upon nucleosome formation. Moreover, intrinsic DNA
Figure 1: Energetics of DNA unwrapping and nucleosome spacing in the yeast genome. (A) Left panel: fully wrapped nucleosomes with ~160–165 bp spacing between neighboring dyads. Right panel: partially unwrapped and crowded nucleosomes with <147 bp spacing between neighboring dyads. (B) Nucleosome ladder on an agarose gel. Wild-type yeast was grown in synthetic complete medium. DNA purified from nuclei digested with increasing amounts of MNase was analyzed in a 2% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. Leftmost lane: 50 bp DNA ladder (New England Biolabs). Image courtesy of Drs Josefina Ocampo and David J. Clark (NICHD, NIH). (C) Histogram of DNA fragment lengths from the high-resolution chemical map, 1.5 min (blue, solid) and 20 min (red, dotted) after the addition of hydrogen peroxide [8]. (D) Histone–DNA unwrapping and higher-order structure energy profile. The total energy of a partially wrapped nucleosome with x bp of DNA to the left of the dyad and y bp of DNA to the right of the dyad is given by $E_{\text{half}}(x) + E_{\text{half}}(y)$. The minima and maxima of the energy landscape are based on crystal structures of nucleosome core particles [9, 10]. Histone–DNA contact patches, corresponding to the regions where the minor groove of the DNA double helix faces inward, are labeled 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5 and 6.5. (E) Average distance between hydroxyl cut sites marking neighboring dyads in the vicinity of the TSS. The genome-wide average distance is 150.9 bp. (A colour version of this figure is available online at: http://bfg.oxfordjournals.org)
curvature and bending anisotropy may make it easier for some DNA sequences to adopt the nucleosomal shape. Taken together, these contributions determine which DNA sequences are best and worst nucleosome formers.

Based on the net free energy gained at each contact patch, the total energy of nucleosome formation is roughly $21-28 k_B T$, in good agreement with the $23.8 k_B T$ estimate obtained from single-nucleosome unzipping experiments [17]. The nucleosome used in those experiments was assembled on the so-called 601 sequence selected in vitro for high affinity [18]. Because the range of free energies of nucleosome formation is $7.0 k_B T$ between DNA sequences with the strongest and weakest propensity for histone octamer binding [19], we expect absolute formation energies to be between 17 and 24 $k_B T$. The difference between the 601 high-affinity sequence and DNA sequences from chicken genome is smaller yet at $5.8 k_B T$ [19], yielding nucleosome formation energies of $\sim 18 k_B T$ for bulk genomic sequences. The relatively low sequence specificity is consistent with the fact that nucleosomes can form on any DNA segment of sufficient length, fulfilling their role as a universal compaction factor of eukaryotic DNA.

**Nucleosome unwrapping and translocation**

Because nucleosome formation energies are much greater than $k_B T$, the characteristic scale of thermal fluctuations, spontaneous nucleosome unfolding occurs too slowly to matter on cellular time scales. The same is true about nucleosome repositioning or ‘sliding’ along the DNA: although it has been observed in vitro, it takes minutes to hours, even at elevated temperatures [20, 21]. Furthermore, in vitro nucleosome mobility can be suppressed by adding linker histones H1 or H5 to the system [22]. Linker histones make a separate histone class; they likely bind both nucleosomal and linker DNA, stabilizing the entire histone–DNA complex [23, 24]. Although the height of the free energy barrier that must be surmounted to reposition a nucleosome is not exactly known, two possible mechanisms have been proposed: (i) Diffusion of loops or DNA bulges [25], whereby a ‘loop defect’ is created by unwrapping some DNA on one end of the nucleosome core particle, pulling in extra $L$ bp of DNA, and forming new contacts with the histone octamer surface. Propagation of this loop defect to the other end of the particle is equivalent to shifting the nucleosome by $L$ bp (optimal $L$ should be a multiple of DNA helical twist to preserve DNA orientation with respect to the histone core). (ii) Diffusion of ‘twist defects’ [26], whereby DNA becomes undertwisted or overtwisted through thermal fluctuations, creating a 1 bp defect. Propagation of this defect to the other end of the nucleosome will result in a net corkscrew motion with $\sim 36^\circ$ magnitude. Although only approximate estimates of free energies of loop and twist defects are available [14, 25, 26], the energetic cost appears to be $\gg k_B T$, in agreement with slow nucleosome repositioning observed in experiments [20, 21]. Note, however, that this cost is less than that entailed by complete nucleosome unfolding and assembly at a new position.

Because spontaneous nucleosome repositioning activated by thermal fluctuations is too slow and random to be of much biological significance, cells depend on ATP–dependent chromatin remodelers to catalyze the repositioning reaction. Chromatin remodelers are multi-subunit proteins capable of translocating nucleosomes along the DNA, evicting nucleosomes or changing the nucleosome histone composition (i.e. exchanging canonical core histones for histone variants) [27, 28]. All remodelers have ATPase subunits, which hydrolyze ATP to gain $12.3 k_B T$ per ATP→ADP reaction. In principle, the energy of ATP hydrolysis is sufficient to keep the entire population of genomic nucleosomes out of equilibrium. Indeed, the total concentration of ATP in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* is $\sim 2.5$ mM [29], and the rate of ATP synthesis is $\sim 1$ mM/s [30]. Assuming the volume of the yeast cell to be $\sim 60 \mu$m$^3$, we see that the number of new ATP molecules synthesized per cell each second is around $10^6$. On the other hand, the rate of ATP consumption was estimated to be 75 per minute for the nucleosome remodeler ISWI, and the number of remodelers per yeast cell is around 6000–7000, with one remodeler per $\sim 10$ nucleosomes [31]. Thus remodelers are capable of hydrolyzing $\sim 7500$–9000 ATP molecules per second, a tiny fraction of the total output. Interestingly, even with perfect efficiency a remodeler will take several seconds to unfold or reposition a single nucleosome, consuming several ATPs in the process; waiting times, which depend on the remodeler-to-nucleosome ratio, may be an order-of-magnitude greater still.

Unlike nucleosome repositioning, DNA unwrapping off the ends of the nucleosome core particle...
requires activation energies on the order of several $k_BT$, as only one or a few histone–DNA contact patches have to be involved. Transient DNA unwrapping induced by thermal fluctuations has been observed in vitro, through competitive protein binding to nucleosomal DNA and fluorescence resonance energy transfer measurements \cite{32–34}. In these and other studies, nucleosome unwrapping (as opposed to relatively costly nucleosome repositioning) has been thought to assist binding of nucleosomal DNA by transcription factors (TFs). However, until recently its significance in genome-wide chromatin organization has been unclear.

Extracting nucleosome energetics from high-throughput maps

Large-scale mapping of nucleosomes assembled in vitro on genomic or synthetic DNA, or extracted from living cells has become a standard technique for studying chromatin structure. Typically, chromatin is treated with micrococcal nuclease (MNase)—an endo-exonuclease that preferentially digests non-nucleosomal DNA (optionally, nucleosomes are formaldehyde-crosslinked on the DNA before the MNase treatment). After the MNase digestion step, the DNA is purified and resolved on an agarose gel. The mononucleosomal band is excised and sequenced using one of the next-generation sequencing technologies. High-throughput sequencing results in a collection of relatively short, 35–95 bp reads (either single- or paired-end), which are mapped to the reference genome (for recent reviews, see \cite{35, 36}). In the end, this procedure yields a nucleosome density profile—the number of nucleosomes starting at each genomic bp.

With single-end nucleosome maps, the actual length of mapped DNA fragments is unknown and commonly assumed to be equal to the canonical nucleosome length of 147 bp \cite{37}. This approach neglects nucleosome unwrapping as well as under- or overdigestion of nucleosomal DNA by MNase. When paired-end nucleosome maps (in which both ends of each DNA fragment are sequenced simultaneously) became available, the resulting distribution of ‘mononucleosome’ fragment lengths turned out to be rather broad and markedly dependent on the extent of chromatin exposure to MNase (see e.g. \cite{38}). Unfortunately, in such experiments, MNase-related artifacts such as partial digestion of nucleosomal DNA cannot be decoupled from DNA unwrapping. Similarly, both incomplete digestion of linker DNA by MNase and linker histone binding would yield longer DNA fragments. In addition, MNase–DNA interactions are sequence-specific, which biases the nucleosome maps \cite{39}.

These difficulties were overcome in a recent experiment in which both nucleosome dyad positions and distances between dyads of neighboring nucleosomes were mapped with high precision in S. cerevisiae \cite{8, 40}. In this so-called chemical method, mutant H4 histones (S47C) were modified by covalent attachment of a sulfhydryl-reactive copper-chelating label to the cysteines. With the addition of copper and hydrogen peroxide, a localized cloud of hydroxyl radicals was produced, which cleaved the DNA backbone at specific sites flanking nucleosome dyads. The cleavage products that corresponded to DNA fragments linking neighboring nucleosomes were then size-selected on an agarose gel, purified, sequenced using paired-end reads and mapped to the S. cerevisiae genome. As a result, each read marks a dyad position, and each mate pair yields a measurement of the distance between dyads of neighboring nucleosomes positioned on the same chromosome and in the same cell. Although more precise than methods using MNase digestion, chemical mapping is subject to unknown hydroxyl radical cutting preferences for two alternate sites on each DNA strand, at −1 and +6 bp with respect to the dyad \cite{8, 41}. If DNA cuts at both sites are equally likely, averaging over hydroxyl cleavage preferences shows that the average inter-dyad distances are 5 bp longer than the average distances between adjacent hydroxyl cut sites \cite{42}. Large-scale nucleosome positioning data obtained by MNase or chemical mapping can be used to predict nucleosome energetics. Sequence reads mapped to genomic coordinates produce one-dimensional nucleosome density profiles, in which nucleosome-enriched regions and nucleosome-depleted regions (NDRs) are marked with more and fewer reads, respectively. These density profiles can be used to infer sequence-dependent nucleosome formation energies, in a rigorous procedure that uses exact results from physics of one-dimensional liquids, and is capable of disentangling steric exclusion between neighboring nucleosomes from intrinsic histone–DNA sequence preferences \cite{42, 43}. The earlier version of this work, which used single-end data sets, had to assume 147 bp canonical nucleosome length. These predictions, based on maps of nucleosomes assembled in vitro on genomic DNA, supplemented direct
measurements of histone–DNA interaction energies available only for a handful of sequences [19]. More recently, with the advent of paired-end nucleosome maps and high-resolution chemical mapping, it has become possible to model energetics of nucleosome unwrapping using genome-scale data [42].

Nucleosome crowding and unwrapping
An important feature of the chemical mapping approach is that in addition to single-nucleosome positions it provides information about distances between neighboring nucleosomes. Before this work, inter-nucleosome distances were commonly estimated using a nucleosome ladder on an agarose gel (Figure 1B). This method yields an average nucleosome repeat length of 160–165 bp [3]; as MNase concentration increases, the distances become shorter owing to more extensive digestion at DNA fragment ends. Strikingly, the high-resolution picture obtained by chemical mapping reveals that for many nucleosomes, distances between neighboring dyads are <147 bp (Figure 1C). These nucleosomes must be partially unwrapped and crowded, as opposed to separate ‘beads-on-a-string’ (compare left and right panels in Figure 1A).

Moreover, the histogram of distances between adjacent hydroxyl cut sites exhibits prominent oscillations consistent with the 10–11 bp periodic model of DNA unwrapping based on nucleosome crystal structures (Figure 1D) [42]. The model, which yields an energy profile averaged over sequence-dependent effects, is obtained by a parametric fit to the 1.5 min distribution in Figure 1C. Interestingly, to reproduce this distribution, the energy profile had to be extended beyond the nucleosome edge, thus accounting for both DNA unwrapping and higher-order chromatin structure/linker histone deposition, which lead to discretization of linker DNA lengths [44]. The total free energy of nucleosome unwrapping is 14 – 15 k_BT according to this model, reasonably close to the estimates described above.

When distances between neighboring dyads are averaged over all yeast genes aligned by their transcription start sites (TSS), a prominent oscillatory pattern emerges (Figure 1E). Even with the ±5 bp correction discussed above, the interdyad distances appear so close to 147 bp in the minima of the curve that some degree of nucleosome unwrapping is inevitable, especially if one recalls that the shortest linker capable of alleviating 3D steric clashes between neighboring nucleosome core particles is around 5 bp in length [45, 46]. Thus, many yeast nucleosomes are crowded and partially unwrapped, as illustrated in the right panel of Figure 1A. This conclusion cannot be reached using single-nucleosome data alone: a characteristic oscillatory profile of dyad counts averaged over all yeast genes yields ~160–165 bp between neighboring peaks (Figure 2; the genes are aligned by the +1 nucleosome immediately downstream of the nucleosome-depleted promoter region).

Nucleosome positioning and gene regulation
Nucleosomes occluding genomic DNA in promoters and coding regions may present a significant barrier to gene regulation, which requires sequence-specific TF binding and assembly/disassembly of transcriptional machinery. In S. cerevisiae, nutrient limitations elicit a common pattern of expression changes in ~900 genes, many of which also change expression in response to a wide variety of environmental stresses [49]. The TF Msn2 mediates a significant proportion of this stress response [49, 50]. As can be expected from considerable energetic costs associated with nucleosome repositioning, large-scale gene activation and repression following stress is, with some exceptions, not accompanied by widespread nucleosome removal and translocation [47, 51, 52]. Rather, for yeast cells growing at steady-state in glucose a canonical oscillatory pattern of nucleosome occupancy [35] is observed, with ordered nucleosome arrays upstream and downstream of the NDR (Figure 2A).

However, in the most transcribed genes (as measured by Pol II occupancy, see Figure 2B), promoter nucleosomes are further depleted, making NDRs wider, and nucleosomes covering coding regions are more closely spaced (Figure 2C) [53]. The occupancy of Mediator (a multi-protein complex that functions as a transcriptional co-activator in eukaryotes) is also higher than average in the promoters of these genes. Interestingly, 20 min after cells are stressed by being transferred from glucose to glycerol, Msn2 binding is also predominantly, but not exclusively, concentrated in promoters of genes with wider NDRs that were actively transcribed in glucose, consistent with its dual role of gene activator and repressor [47]. Note that Msn2 occupancy in the nucleus is negligible before stress [54]; after stress, it appears to take advantage of better promoter
Figure 2: Chromatin organization, gene transcription and remodeler activity in S. cerevisiae. (A) Heatmap of nucleosome dyad counts in S. cerevisiae in the vicinity of coding regions; genes are sorted by Pol II occupancy averaged in the [TSS, TTS] range (TTS: transcription termination site; nucleosome and Pol II data: wild-type cells in glucose [47]). (B) DNA occupancy levels for Pol II, Mediator, TF Msn2 [47] and chromatin remodelers Chd1, Isw1, Isw2 [48]. Genes are sorted as in (A). Pol II and Mediator: wild-type yeast in glucose; Msn2: wild-type yeast 20 min after a glucose-to-glycerol switch; Chd1, Isw1, Isw2: wild-type yeast grown in yeast extract peptone dextrose (YPD) medium [48]. For each factor, the occupancy was averaged in the [TSS-300, TSS] range (Mediator, Msn2), or in the [TSS, TTS] range (Pol II, Chd1, Isw1, Isw2). Distributions of average occupancies over all yeast genes were converted into z-scores, and the color scheme in each vertical bar was set so that genes in the bottom 5 percentile (negative z-scores) are green, genes in the top 5 percentile (positive z-scores) are red and genes with zero z-scores are white. (C) Left panel: average nucleosome dyad density in the 200 most transcribed genes (orange, solid) and in the rest of the yeast genes (blue, dotted). Dots mark peaks of nucleosome dyad density in the coding region. Right panel: linear fit to the positions of the nucleosome density peaks shown in the left panel. The slope of the fit is an estimate of the inter-nucleosome spacing based on single-nucleosome data. (A colour version of this figure is available online at: http://bfg.oxfordjournals.org)
accessibility of actively transcribed genes to exert its repressive function. Its activating function on the other hand requires binding to promoters of initially inactive genes and is accompanied by limited nucleosome rearrangements. Finally, occupancy of ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers Chd1, Isw1 and Isw2 [48] is also higher in the coding regions of actively transcribed genes (Figure 2B). This suggests that a distinct pattern of nucleosome occupancy observed in highly transcribed genes may be due to the action of ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling enzymes. RSC, an essential chromatin-remodeling complex, also plays a critical role in organizing yeast chromatin. RSC depletion results in narrower and partially filled NDRs and is accompanied by global repositioning of nucleosomal arrays [55].

**Accessibility of nucleosomal DNA and TF binding**

Partial DNA unwrapping off the histone octamer surface leads to differential accessibility of protein-binding sites: sites closer to nucleosomal edges are easier to bind (Figure 3A) [32, 56]. Indeed, DNA unwrapping makes such sites more readily available compared with sites buried inside the nucleosome. Once bound by a TF or a restriction enzyme, nucleosomal DNA cannot rewrap, completing the process of nucleosome invasion. DNA unwrapping may be spontaneous (without additional energy input) or otherwise induced by ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers to elicit structural rearrangements that instigate gene expression.
assisted by ATP-dependent chromatin remodelers. In either case, as partial unwrapping requires breaking of only a few histone–DNA contact patches, it is likely preferable to repositioning of the entire nucleosome. Indeed, Msn2 occupancy is highest in linker DNA (where nucleosomes do not interfere at all) and decreases gradually toward the dyad [47]; low nucleosome occupancy over TF binding sites was observed for other factors as well [37].

When two or more binding sites are covered by a single nucleosome, binding of one of the factors makes it easier for the other site(s) to become bound, even if the sites are too widely spaced on DNA to allow for direct protein–protein contacts. This phenomenon, known as nucleosome-induced cooperativity, has been observed both in vitro and in vivo [58, 59, 60]. Nucleosome-induced cooperativity mediated by DNA unwrapping requires that the binding sites be on the same side of the nucleosome dyad [60]; a representative example is shown in Figure 3B. This synergistic competition of multiple TF molecules against a nucleosome may play an important role in gaining access to nucleosome-covered binding sites in eukaryotic regulatory regions.

CONCLUSION

In eukaryotic cells, all DNA-mediated biological processes occur on the chromatin template. Since nucleosomes cover most of the genomic DNA, it is important to understand how their energetics constrain vital cellular functions such as gene regulation and DNA repair. In this review, we have discussed free energy costs of nucleosome formation, removal, repositioning and partial DNA unwrapping off the histone octamer surface. Although there is more than enough ATP in the cell to keep nucleosomes permanently out of equilibrium via ATP-dependent chromatin remodeler activity, cells that have evolved to minimize the extent of chromatin remodeling and use most efficient remodeling pathways will have an evolutionary upper hand. Thus nucleosome energetics has likely affected evolutionary past of eukaryotic cells and shaped their present state.

As nucleosomal DNA easily unwraps at the ends owing to thermal fluctuations or the action of chromatin remodeling enzymes, nucleosomes are dynamic entities rather than static ‘beads-on-a-string’. With many nucleosomes forming simultaneously, DNA unwrapping may lead to crowding, with neighboring nucleosomes located too closely to each other to be fully wrapped. This may occur as a result of initial nucleosome formation in partially wrapped states, or subsequent translocation and unwrapping. The crowding phenomenon has been recently observed in S. cerevisiae using high-resolution mapping of interdyad distances, and is probably common to all eukaryotes. Nucleosome unwrapping also provides an efficient way of gaining access to nucleosome-covered DNA sites, which can get bound by proteins while they are transiently accessible. Furthermore, two or more proteins binding simultaneously to nucleosomal DNA aid each other in nucleosomal destabilization. Many complex factors, including competition of nucleosomes with TFs and other DNA-binding proteins (which may be bound specifically or non-specifically to genomic DNA [61, 62]), ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling and intrinsic histone–DNA sequence specificity, combine to produce patterns of nucleosome occupancy observed in living cells. Computational modeling of dynamic chromatin states presents a conceptual challenge that is only beginning to be addressed.

Key points
- Nucleosome energetics shape and constrain chromatin remodeling pathways.
- Many S. cerevisiae nucleosomes are crowded and partially unwrapped.
- Actively transcribed yeast genes are characterized by a distinct nucleosome signature.
- Chromatin remodeling enzymes act in concert with RNA polymerase.
- Partial DNA unwrapping enables access of TFs to their nucleosome-occluded sites.
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